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Q.1A:Tick the correct answer in each

(5)

1.A dirty environment can make us_______
a)active

b)healthy

c)sick

d) cat

2.What does Shalu decide to do?
a)find Titoo

b)find the environment c)sleep

d)play

3.Juno Giraffe has_______
a)snazzy stripes b)pretty patches

c)hard skin

d) dark skin

4.”The rock begins to giggle” who is the `rock`?
a)Juno Giraffe

b)Little Elephant

c)Caro Crocodile d) zorro zebra

5.The Bug is_______
a)Black and shiny b)red and dull

c) tall

d) none of these

6.It is a______bug.
A)sad

b)happy

c) bad

d) big

7.What do the Wind and the Sun want to show each other?
a)who is happier than the other

b)who is cleverer than the other

c)who is stronger than the other

d)who is smaller than the other

8.Why does the man wrap the coat tightly around himself?
a)There is a storm

b)He is afraid

c)the wind is strong d) none of these

9.Why it is not easy for Munmun to push the mud?
a)It is hard

b)it is soft

c)It is wet

d) it is dull

10.Which tree does Munmun grow up to be?
a)mango

b)Gulmohar

c)Neem
1

d) apple

Q.1B)True or False
1.The little bug is an animal.

(2)
F

2.The man holds his coat tightly when the Sun shines.
3.A smile is the strongest thing.

F

T

4.Birds build their nests on Munmun's branches.

T

Q.1C)Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the bracket.

(3)

(smoke,pretty patches,Titoo,air,Little Bug,Little Elephant)
1.Shalu smells something in the air,like smoke.
2.The air that we breathe in is a part of the environment.
3.The poet finds alittle bug_.
4.Little elephant _goes for a walk.
5.Juno Giraffe has pretty patches.
6. Titoo helps Shalu to know what the environment is.
Q.2A)Answer the following questions.

(5)

1.How does a clean environment help us?
Ans.: A clean environment can make us strong and healthy.
2.Why Little Elephant is happy at the end?
Ans.: Little Elephant is happy at the end because now he can hide anywhere
without the need of grass and trees.
3.Why does the man take off his coat away?
Ans.: The man take off his coat away because the man feels so warmer by the sun.
4.What does the seed need to grow?
Ans.:The seeds need air,water and heat from the sun to grow up.
5.What does the Wind wantto prove?
Ans.:The Wind wants to prove that he is stronger than the Sun.
Q.2B)Who said these lines.
1."The environment is everywhere you look.”
Ans.: Titoo
2."I want to play hide-and-seek.”
Ans.:Little Elephant
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(5)

3."How strong the Wind is today!”
Ans.:The man
4"I must take off my coat.”
Ans.:The man
5."Trees keep the air fresh and clean.”
Ans.:Big tree
Q.2C)Arrange the following group of words in alphabetical order.
1 .Father Mother Sister Daughter
Ans.: Daughter Father Mother Sister
2.Elephant Zoo Giraffe Zebra
Ans.: Elephant Giraffe Zebra Zoo
Q.3A)Underline the common names in the given sentences.
1.Neha is my best friend.
2.Delhi is a big city.
3.An Elephant lives in a forest.
4.Raman lives in a town.
5.Rani is playing with doll.
6.The road is clean.
Q.3B)Write the words which means more than one.
1. Watch Watches
2.Train Trains
3.Class Classes
4.StoryStories
5.BallBalls
Q.3C)Circle the special names in the sentences given below.(3)
1.Radha is a good girl.
2.Shimla is on the hills.
3.Kitty is my pet cat.
4.Ganga is the longest river.
5.Mahatma Gandhi was a great man.
6.India is my favourite country.
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(2)

(3)

(5)

Q.4A)Put a full stop (.) at the end of each statement and put a question
mark(?) at the end of each question.
1.She goes to school everyday.
2.What is the name of your school?
3.Where do you live?
4.Stars shines at night.
5.What do birds eat?
6.The sun gives us light.

(3)

Q.4B)Pick the words from the box and write them in the correct column.

(4)

(teacher,hospital,boy,crocodile,computer,toy,school,dog)
Persons
Teacher
Boy

Places
Hospital
School

Animals
Crocodile
Dog
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Things
Computer
Toy

